
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking for a customer operations analyst.
If you are looking for an exciting place to work, please take a look at the list of
qualifications below.

Responsibilities for customer operations analyst

Evaluate and report business unit O&M and capital budget variances
Work with team to develop year-end/quarterly/monthly business unit O&M
and capital projections
Generate reports, graphs and charts as requested using financial applications
Serve as a resource for technical/functional support, provide guidance and
assistance for questions and problems related to financial business
management
Prepare accounting journal entries including accruals and corrections
Oversee the affiliate process for related organizations
Participate as a team member for various special projects or financial studies
Conduct needs assessments and other analysis in an effort to align business
initiatives with the goal to decrease errors and improve customer experience
as it relates to quality, complaints, customer satisfaction surveys, and other
business data
Specific ability to analyze both structured and unstructured customer survey
data and effectively call out drivers of customer pain points as opposed to
just identifying pain points
Ability to data mine, extrapolate data, and use independent judgment to find
correlation of data, document findings, and create corresponding reports,
graph/charts, PPT decks, and other visual aids

Qualifications for customer operations analyst

Example of Customer Operations Analyst Job
Description
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3+ years’ experience in commercial contract and/or chargeback operations,
including distributor relationship management, continuous improvement,
transactional contracting and/or chargeback technologies and/or related
areas
Demonstrates working knowledge of principles of key business metrics and
analytical techniques/tools, including their application in effective chargeback
processing
Strong data and technology management skills to include data acquisition,
mining, analysis, data integrity management, metrics management, and
action oriented reporting
Innovative thinker with ability to drive change and effectiveness through
automation and process excellence
Manage connections for CAH Brand, Medsurg and Lab Distribution


